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Department of Mathematics and Statistics  
 

Math Tutoring Services at the Science Help Centre 
 

Looking for assistance with your math questions? The Science Help Centre, located in Ken Lepin Building 
room S201, offers a team of math tutors who are here to help. Our tutors are ready to provide help with 
your first-year math courses and UEPREP. You can find our schedule on the Science Help Centre webpage. 
It is most useful if you bring your progress on any math questions along with your class notes, so tutors can 
better assist you. 

Available to TRU Students: Our math tutoring services are open to all TRU students who are enrolled in 
math courses or UEPREP courses. We do not currently extend our services to high school students. 

No Cost: Our math tutors are available to you at no charge. 

Drop-in: No appointments are necessary. You can visit the Science Help Centre during the tutors' scheduled 
shifts, ensuring you receive help at your convenience. Please check the tutors’ schedule below. 

In-Person Assistance: Currently, we only offer in-person tutoring. If you're on campus, our tutors will be 
there to guide you through your math challenges. OL students are welcome if they can come to campus for 
help. 

Beyond First-Year Courses: While our focus is on first-year math courses like Calculus 1, Calculus 2, Linear 
Algebra, and Discrete Math, don't hesitate to bring questions from upper-level math courses. Our tutors 
may still be able to assist. 

Additional Services: In addition to tutoring, we also provide review sessions for most first-year math courses 
during final exams. Furthermore, the TRU Math Club organizes a variety of activities throughout the year, 
most of which you can find in the Science Help Centre. For more information on the Math Club's events and 
activities, visit their webpage. 

Becoming a Tutor: During the last few weeks of each semester, there will be a job ad posted on Career 
Connections at TRU for hiring tutors for the following semester. We will review the submitted applications 
and invite qualified applicants for an interview.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

https://www.tru.ca/science/students/science-help-centre.html
https://mathclub.trubox.ca/


 
 
 

Math Tutoring Schedule at the Science Help Centre Winter 2024, S 201 

Besides Math, some of our tutors can help with Statistics and Physics questions. This is 
indicated in parantheses. 

 
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

 
9:30 - 10:30 Shubham Shirin Shubham Ihor (Stats) Josh 

 
10:30 - 11:30 

 
Shubham Shubham Shubham Johnny 

(Physics) Yuxin 

 
11:30 – 12:30 

 

Johnny 
(Physics) 

Johnny 
(Physics) 

Johnny 
(Physics) 

Johnny 
(Physics) 

Johnny 
(Physics) 

 
12:30 – 1:30 

 
 Peter Shubham Yuxin Caleb 

(Stats, Physics) Shubham 

 
1:30 - 2:30 

 
Yuxin (Stats) Caleb  

(Stats, Physics) Yuxin Shubham Caleb 
(Stats, Physics) 

 
2:30 - 3:30 

 
Yuxin (Stats) Caleb  

(Stats, Physics) 
Caleb 
(Stats, Physics) Yuxin (Stats) Caleb 

(Stats, Physics) 

 
3:30 - 4:30 

 
Yuxin (Stats) Caleb 

(Stats, Physics) 
Caleb 
(Stats, Physics) Yuxin (Stats)  

 
 
Cplul’kw’ten (Gathering Place):    
       
Tuesday 10:30 AM– 11:20 AM           Johnny  
Wednesday 10:30 AM– 11:20 AM     Johnny  
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